Now I have my own train set!

BRIO® starter sets for younger children were developed in consultation with independent experts in childhood development and learning. Start by letting your child play with the engine. Then join the wagons to the engine, one by one. Let your child feel the textures of the soft tunnel and encourage him or her to drive the train through it. Build a winding track together, then show how the train can drive up on to the railway using the special guide tracks.

Absorbing railway play that stimulates motor skills and perception, from age 1 1/2 onwards.

All the parts fit the BRIO® Wooden Railway!
**Exciting adventures with trains and track!**

**Panda Express Set (33003)**: Load up the bamboo shoots and drive them to the pandas! Easy-to-build circular track with engine and engine driver, wagon with removable cargo, 2 pandas and 8 E tracks.
Total track length: 1280 mm/50.3", Layout: 450 x 450 mm/17.5" x 17.5".

**14 pieces**

**Car Transporter Set (33002)**: Load the car onto the train! A traditional and easy-to-build beginner set with engine and engine driver, 1 freight wagon, 2 cars, 1 crossing with lifting points and 13 pieces of track. Total track length: 1564 mm/61.6", Layout: 550 x 520 mm/22" x 20". (Not available in Canada.)

**17 pieces**

**Bridge Starter Set (33005)**: Drive the train through the tunnel! Figure 8 set that provides lots of fun. Contains engine and engine driver, 1 passenger car, 14 E tracks, 1 curved crossing N1 and 1 steady tunnel. Total track length: 2580 mm/101.6", Layout: 850 x 450 mm/33.5" x 17.7". (Not available in US and Canada.)

**19 pieces**

**Safari Figure 8 Set (33007)**: An adventure-packed, figure 8 set with lots of wooden pieces. Contains engine with safari guide, open wagon, zebra, leopard and rhinoceros, a fine forest scene with iris and a scenic wooden bridge with ramp. 16 pieces of wooden track included. Total track length: 2640 mm/104", Layout: 1000 x 450 mm/39.4" x 17.7".

**24 pieces**

**Everything you need for the big bank robbery!**

**Wild West Set (33034)**: A set for Wild West adventure in the childhood of the railways! Contains Wild West engine, passenger car and open wagon for carrying gold, horse and carriage, sheriff, bandit, bank teller and bank full of surprises. Press the button and the safe blows up with a bang, throwing out the money. Total track length: 1910 mm/75.3", Layout: 460 x 650 x 151 mm/18" x 25.6" x 5.2".

The world's first wooden engine with moving pistons!
Happy days at the zoo!

Wooden Zoo Set (33051). Well-made and easy-to-build railway set with decorated animal house, elephant, rhinoceros, giraffe, safari train with two open wagons, zookeeper and an impressive entrance. Total track length: 1966 mm/77.5". Layout: 600 x 570 mm/23.6" x 22.5".

Packed with tracks, trains and accessories!

Mountain Adventure Set (33099). A set that offers many hours of fun! Contains 1 scenic mountain tunnel, ladiesery-powered engine with working headlights and forward/reverse, passenger car, 2 bears with a wooden lair, bridge course with built-in track and 17 pieces of wooden track. Total track length: 1000 mm/39.4". Layout: 1150 x 610 mm/45.3" x 24".

Country Crossing Play Set (33050). Ride over the bridge, down to the farm and around the bond to see all the animals! Total track length: 3124 mm/123". Layout: 1000 x 555 mm/41.9" x 21.9".

Track & Stack City Set (33051). Ride up in the lift and back down again in the train! An exciting twin-level track for fast passenger journeys. Total track length: 9788 mm/386.4". Layout: 1216 x 862 mm/47.7" x 33.9".
Deluxe Sets!

49 PIECES

- Magnetic Action Crossing!
- Lifting Bridge!
- Freight Yard Set: Layout: 712 x 574 mm / 28" x 22.6". Total track length: 3884 mm / 153".

Freight Yard Set. Layout: 1140 x 707 mm / 44.9" x 27.9". Total track length: 5496 mm / 216".

75 PIECES

- Light & Sound Steam Engine!
- Harbour Action Set.

- Light & Sound City Action Set. Layout: 1213 x 810 mm / 47.8" x 31.9". Total track length: 7860 mm / 310".

96 PIECES

- Light & Sound City Action Set. Layout: 1213 x 810 mm / 47.8" x 31.9". Total track length: 7860 mm / 310".

Drive smart! Build interactively!

- Play with new technology on the world's oldest wooden railway. Start playing with the Smart Track Engine just like a normal battery-operated engine, then add new features with Brio's smart tracks. The more accessories you have, the more the sounds and actions the engine has!

- Brake! Reverse! Slow down and sound the horn! When the unique Smart Track Engine drives over a smart track the pre-programmed engine reacts with exciting sounds and realistic railway action.

- Smart Track is part of the Brio Wooden Railway system. All tracks and accessories are compatible with the system.
Build Smart Track into the Wooden Railway!

Stage a railway adventure with authentic sounds and events! New tracks and accessories activate more smart features on the Track Reader Engine.

- Fall speed ahead for the bridge (33748).
- Slow down to 50 for the crossing (33758).
- See the engine reverse into the siding, collect the wagon and set off (33763).
- The engine "heads" information from the smart tracks (33761).
- The engine stops automatically when the barriers are lifted (33767).
- Hear the engine being repaired (33765).
- The engine slows down and sounds a horn (33764).
- Hear the sounds of the station! (33762)

New features:

- Smart Speed Tracks (33768) control the speed of the engine. The 50 track slows the Smart Track Engine down and you hear the engine tone drop. When the engine crosses the 90 track the engine tone rises and the train picks up speed. Length 108 mm/4.25".
- Smart Reversing Tracks twin pack (33763). The Smart Track Engine stops with a squeal of brakes, then sets off again in the opposite direction. Length 108 mm/4.25".
- Smart Warning Track (33764). The Smart Track Engine sounds its horn, slows down and then picks up speed again. Length 100 mm/4.25".
- The Smart Track Engine slows down and stops at the Smart Track Station (33769). You hear authentic station messages and sounds until the big engine starts up again and drives off. Length 216 mm/8.5".
- Turn the knob to the red signal to make the Smart Track Engine pull up at the repair shed and hear the sounds of the engine being repaired. Wait a few seconds, the engine starts up again and leaves the repair shed. When the signal is green the engine drives straight through the Smart Track Repair Shed (33760) without stopping. Length 144 mm/5.5".
- The Smart Track Engine automatically slows down and stops when the Smart Crossing Track (33767) is open to road traffic. When the time comes to lower the barriers the engine is restarted manually. Length 234 mm/9.2".
Remote Control

I'm in charge of the railway!

Remote control Wooden Railway toys are loved by children who like to be in charge. The railway adventure is controlled using an easy-to-grasp remote control that can be used by children from age 3 onwards. The new super-fast BRIO® train encourages children to run two trains on the same track. All batteries included!

Remote Control Action Train (33223) with five different functions: forward, reverse, stop, sound, the horn and switch the headlight on/off. Each of the functions can also be controlled manually. The train and remote control are powered by 4 x AA + 4 x LR44 1.5V batteries (included). Length 150 mm/7.5”.

Battery Operated Engines

Battery Powered Engine (33222). Drives in both directions (forward/backward), twin headlights.

Two-Way Battery Powered Engine (33225). Drives forward/backward, with working headlight.

Mighty Red Action Locomotive (33223). Drives in both directions (forward/backward), twin headlights and clunk-clunk sound effect.

Big Green Action Locomotive (33230).

Light & Sound Engines

Light & Sound Diesel Engine (33241). As the engine moves, a light in the engine compartment flashes and you hear a realistic engine sound. The faster the child moves the engine, the faster the engine sounds.

Light & Sound Steam Engine (33240). As the engine moves, the fire glows in the boiler and you hear a realistic engine sound. The faster the child moves the engine, the faster the engine sounds.

Remote Control Express Train (33218) controlled by remote control and with the same fun-packed features as other BRIO® remote control items. The train and remote control are powered by 4 x AA + 4 x LR44 1.5V batteries (included). Length 190 mm/7.5”.

Take charge of the traffic over the Remote Control Bridge (33210), BRIO®s sturdy sound & light bridge. When the middle section of the bridge is raised using the remote control the red lights on top flash and a warning bell rings. The bridge and remote control are powered by 3 x AA + 2 x LR44 1.5V batteries (included). Length 643 mm/25.5”.

New

Two channels (LR) mean two engines can run at the same time!
Over the bridge and into the tunnel!

Up! Over! Under! Lift away!

Bridges and tunnels open new paths for your child's imagination and creativity. Each accessory that is added to the Wooden Railway leads directly to exciting new adventures!

NEW

1. Battery Operated Action Train (33525) with BRIO®'s popular two-way battery-powered engine. The tender rocks and the cement mixer spins around as the engine pulls them along.

2. Fork Lift and Wagon Set (33321). Load and unload the magnetic cargo on the wagon.

3. Tipping Wagon (33346) can be loaded and unloaded from the side.


5. Chiming Bell Wagon (33327). The little bell rings on the wagon rolls along.

6. Road Engine with Tender (33364). An extra-long steam engine with four pairs of wheels.

7. Zebra Wagon (33345). Open the roof and the zebra sticks his head out!

8. Hear four exciting sound effects when you press the button or when a train passes through the Adventure Tunnel (33481).

9. Wild animals en route! Safari Train (32408) helps develop your child’s fine motor skills and improves exciting role play. Includes engine drivers and three wild animals.

10. Wooden Passenger Train (33648). The classic wooden train of childhood!

11. The Viaduct Bridge (33651) is a BRIO® bridge that you can drive over or under.

12. Tower Crane (33247) with crane driver, working crane handle and magnetic cargo for loading and unloading.

13. Freight Express (33331). Fun-filled train set with engine and three waggons to load up.

14. Stop & Go Shed (33530). Stop the battery powered engine and open the roof to carry out an inspection! Foreman included.

15. BRIO® Tunnel (33362).

16. Double Suspension Bridge (33605). Extend the railway adventure by a full 1.146 x 44.7. The wide, built-in bridge supports are designed to cope with heavy rail traffic.

17. Blue Engine (33207) with three pairs of wheels and realistic graphics.

18. Giraffe Wagon (33589). Open the roof and the giraffe sticks his head out! Length 85 mm / 3.3".

19. Wind Wagon (33548) with fixed wooden tank.

20. Low Level Crane (33206) with painted load, a sturdy crane and a built-in magnet hold for tackling serious loading and unloading tasks.

21. Glider Bridge (33462) with bridge supports and ascending track.

22. Engine Shed (33374) with space for two large engines.

23. Blue Engine with Tender (33447). An extra-long wooden engine with four pairs of wheels.

24. Red Engine (33204) with three pairs of wheels and realistic graphics.

25. Giraffe Wagon (33589). Open the roof and the giraffe sticks his head out! Length 85 mm / 3.3".

26. Road Cattle Wagon (33651).
Press the button and hear the announcement!

Flashing lights and realistic sounds stimulate children's imagination. Brio® accessories and battery-operated effects encourage children to act out exciting new roles without dominating creative play. The toys can also be used without batteries — otherwise it wouldn't be Brio®!

A The well-modeled and finely detailed Grand Roundhouse (39410) has a 5-way switch and doors that open at the front and back. Room for up to 5 trains or 10 small vehicles.

B The Light & Sound Timber Train (35316) and its removable load are driven by a true steam engine with a glowing boiler and realistic engine sounds. The faster you push it, the faster the engine chugs!

C Tunnel push-a-bloc: When the train passes through the Pop-Out Animal Tunnel (33753), the three farmyard animals look out.

D Countryside Train (33126). Includes two magnetic balls of hay.

E Classic Wooden Steam Engine (33610).

F Put one of the farmyard animals in the Animal Yard (33757). Hear the sound the animal makes when a train goes past. The horse neighs, the pig grunts, the cow moo's and the sheep baa's. If the yard is empty you just hear brrrrrrng.

G Garage Play Set (13648). A complete play world with three exciting vehicles, play figures and scenery to build.

H Brio® Classic Engine (33610).

I Tall Tunnel (33469) which is also wide.

J Speaking Station (33684). The speaking station welcomes you in English, German or French depending on which city is shown on the station sign. Play figure included!

K Magnetic Signal (33756). Signal changes automatically when a train passes.

L The Old Steam Engine (33637) has moving pistons. The faster you push the engine, the faster the pistons move.

M MILK Wagon (33547) with removable magnetic milk tank.

N Magnetic Action Crossing (33754). The barriers are lowered automatically to stop the road traffic when a train passes.

O Children's Train (33319) with engine, two open wagons and three play figures.

P Magnetic Bell Signal (33754). The bell rings every time a train passes.

Q Foot Bridge Tunnel (31664). BR327 figure included.

R Red Engine with Driver (33338).

S Press the funnel to make the ferry sound. It's horn and turn on its lights! The Lights & Sound Ferry (33482) can be loaded up from the bow or the stern and has special docking tracks to join it to the Wooden Railway.
It’s not real railway play without BRIO®!

Children all over the world are constantly travelling on new adventures with BRIO® Wooden Railway. How many toys maintain the same unbreakable appeal generation after generation? BRIO® Wooden Railway is the Original.

NEW

Fire Brigade Play Set (33085). A complete play world with BRIO® fire engine, scenery to build and two play figures.

Take imaginative play even further!

- The world’s first high-speed train system, Shinkansen Passenger Train (33417), which was built in Japan.
- Control Tower (33076) with footbridge and tower engineer.
- Warning lights flash and realistic sound effects are activated when a train passes under the tower.
- Load up then unload with the Red Tippling Wagon (33014).
- Fire Station (33349). Press the bell and the brave firefighter slides down to the fire engine with its flashing light and working siren.
- The Millard (231-134) from England was the fastest steam engine of its time.
- Record & Play Railway Station (33640). Record your own station message! With pre-recorded train sound and working station light.
- High Speed Train with sound (33449). Press the button to hear the engine sound its horn!
- Light & Sound Bubble Wagon (33360). An imaginative wagon with sliding magifying glass, windows that light up and two sound effects – a funny bubbling sound and a great big splash!
- Light & Sound Fire Engine (33427). Emergency vehicle with flashing, flashing light, siren sound, wagon and extending ladder.
- Light & Sound Level Crossing (33617). The warning light flashes and the bell rings. Activated by hand or by a passing train.
- BRIO® Play People (31045) fit in all open BRIO® engines and wagons.
- Car Transporter (31052) with removable wooden car.
- Light & Sound Diesel Engine (33243). Read more about this engine on page 177.
- Platform with bench and two BRIO® figures (33307).
- Old Passenger Car (33518) for BRIO®'s classic train sets.
- Mighty Red Action Locomotive (33323). Read more about this engine on page 166.
- Passenger Car (33040) with traditional decoration.
- Battery Powered Engine (33397). Read more about this engine on page 165.
- Light & Sound Ambulance (33642) with flashing warning light and working siren. Ambulance driver and patient can sit in the emergency vehicle.
- Autorack & Start Engine and Track Set (33248). Use the lever on the track to stop the battery operated engine. The engine runs forward and backwards and has a working headlight.
- Railway Crossing (33559) with lifting barrier, two warning signs and A1 track.
- Sign & Go Station (33061). When the signal is red, BRIO® battery-operated engines stop at the station. When it is green the engines drive straight through.
- Does the train dare go over the bridge? Collapsing Bridge (33338) with middle section that collapses when a child presses the red button. The bridge is easily reassembled in time for the next exciting adventure.
- Light & Sound Truck (33542). A sturdy, new two-piece truck with a horn on the roof. When the wheels turn they activate the truck’s exciting sound and light effects. The faster the child pushes the truck, the better the engine sounds!
**Build new tracks!**
Brio's classic range of toys is loved by children all over the world and prized by parents for its lasting play appeal and unique features. The endless possibilities for expansion and unique combination of traditional wood and modern technology make Brio Wooden Railway the toy of choice in early childhood.

**Expand your Brio**
Brio's Wooden Railway system can be expanded to renew their appeal as children grow. The expansion packs shown alongside add new play possibilities when combined with a Brio starter set. Adding new tracks and accessories will stimulate children's imagination and skills through developmental railway play.

**Brio Wooden Railway is the Original**
The overview chart on the right shows all the tracks and switches that make up the modular system. Parts can be joined and combined freely to create lots of exciting new layouts.
Track-building tips!

Eight curved Brio® tracks always make a circle, whether you build your track with long curved tracks or short curved tracks.

All our straight tracks have +/− connections. The only exceptions are the joining tracks B2 and C2, which have +/+ and +/− connections.
All curved Brio® tracks have grooves on both sides. Just turn the track over and it will curve in the opposite direction!

All the tracks join together!

Unique opportunities for creative play and hours of fun!

All Brio® accessories follow the same modular system
Brio® bridges, buildings and tunnels are equivalent to one or more long straight tracks. When you add an accessory you simply add the matching length of straight track to the other side to keep the layout otherwise the same.

Amelia is five months old and has a secret

A soft little dog with striped ears has become Amelia’s favorite toy. When her mother plays peek-a-boo with it she squeals with delight. Her mother thinks that Amelia likes the dog because it has such a sweet face. But Amelia has a little secret: she plans to bite the Brio® teething rattle with her very first tooth.

Let your child play with Brio®! The following pages are filled with reassuring activity toys that follow every step of a child’s development in those critical first six years of life.